DREAMPOT
Cooking for Adventure

Next time when in the great outdoors, bring easy
cooking, versatility and portable reliability to feed
and satisfy your next adventure.
The amazing portable DreamPot is a ”selfcontained” cooking appliance which is portable,
easy to use and only takes minutes.
Fancy cooking all your meals with minimal heat,
energy or effort – but have maximum versatility as
to when you wish to eat during any part of the day
when travelling?
Who can go past a good old fashion corned
beef & vegetables (with white sauce of course!).
But cooking this type of meal while travelling and
camping is near impossible due to the lengthy
cooking times and the need for a constant source
of heat.
The answer? DreamPot!

Both inner cooking saucepans are made from
sturdy stainless steel with heavy bases; ideal for
induction tops! The DreamPot outer unit itself is
a rugged design with a robust ABS plastic carry
handle and lid with a secure latch.
DreamPot is a very well-constructed unit that’s
been designed for the traveller or for people on
the go.
Includes 5 year warranty, Customer service and
recipe assistance 1800 636 073 hotline - 7 days
a week.
Unbeatable versatility, performance, reliability
and durability!

Multi-functional 6 in 1 appliances. It’s a thermal
cooker, rice cooker, bread maker, yoghurt
maker, barbeque / bain marie and ice cooler.
Just so versatile!
Designed to take the hard knocks on travels –
portable and confident cooking on the move,
wherever you go!
DreamPot thermal cooking eliminates the need
for a constant fuel or power source: making
cooking while you travel or at home hassle-free
and easier than ever before!

Take your DreamPot anywhere and cook
anytime! Ergonomically designed for stability,
especially when travelling!

Discover the DreamPot difference.
Save
on energy costs. Save time supervising your
meal. With its purpose-built design for cooking
performance and durability, the DreamPot
is incredibly energy efficient and a miracle
cooking experience. The DreamPot comes
complete with one or two 18/8 stainless steel
inner pots with heavy sandwich base, strong
handles and 18/8 stainless lids with food grade
knobs.

Absolutely non-electrical and cordless, which
means a safe cooking experience every time!
DreamPot meals are wonderfully delicious,
nutritious and healthy. Sensational flavours!

www.dreampot.com.au
FACEBOOK: facebook.com/DreamPotCooker
FREECALL: 1800 636 073

Incredibly shortened cooking time process and
saving you approximately 80% of your energy
costs!

DreamPot is the ultimate portable cooking solution for those of us who love being out and about.
A miracle cooking appliance, this unit practically uses no power or heat to cook your meals and
then it stay hot all day long to enjoy while caravanning, camping, boating, fishing or four-wheel
driving.
The versatility of the DreamPot thermal cooker allows you to prepare meals that you would
traditionally only create at home and using the ongoing power source of an electric slow cooker.
The DreamPot is also a rice cooker, roast maker, yoghurt maker, cooler (perfect for bottles of wine
or soft drinks), a Bain Marie and even a bread maker!
DreamPot cooking takes only a short time to prepare – you don’t have to wait around during or
supervise the actual cooking process, allowing you complete freedom to do other things!
With one of these little beauties, meal planning and meal options whilst on the road never need to
be boring again. The best part is the ability to cook 2 meals at the same time; one in the bottom
inner saucepan and another in the top inner saucepan. So now cooking a chunky home-style soup
and a damper at the same time with little fuss, minimal heat and little supervision is an easy option
for you to enjoy at the end of a busy day.
The DreamPot works similar to a thermal style flask, using only the highest grade insulation to retain
the initial heat of the inner saucepans allowing a prefect and even cooking process to happen. The
result: tender and tasty meats every time!
Visit the link to learn more about how it works.
www.dreampot.com.au/thermal-cooking/how-does-the-dream-pot-work/
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